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Introducing PAT Enterprise 

This chapter will help you get general information on a concept-new product from Paragon – PAT Enterprise. 

Why Hard Drives Need Alignment? 

The problem of inevitable degradation of the disk subsystem performance caused by misaligned partitions dates back to 

the nineties. From being a headache for system administrators who wanted to get the most out of disk arrays, it has 

become crucial for all with appearance of SSD (Solid State Drive) and ultra high-capacity AFD (Advanced Format Drive) 

or 4K sector size drives. Moreover, the growing popularity of virtualized systems has aggravated the situation even 

more. 

The root cause is in misalignment of logical partition sectors and actual physical sectors that leads to redundant 

read/write operations, which is critical for the overall performance and indirectly hardware lifespan. Sitting one logical 

level above, virtual hard drives are using page sizes similar to those of the modern AFD hard drive, thus they could easily 

get misaligned after a simple migration of a virtual machine from one VMware ESX Server to another. And if the host’s 

hard drive and virtual drives are both misaligned – the number of redundant read/write operations obviously doubles. 

For more information on the subject, please consult the Appendix section. 

What is PAT Enterprise? 

PAT Enterprise is designed to solve the problem of misaligned partitions on physical and virtual Windows® servers and 

workstations within complex network environments that is characteristic of a modern mid or large-scale enterprise. As a 

backbone it uses Paragon’s brand-new distributed architecture that allows efficient central management of hundreds of 

computers with the best-selling classical PAT as a core. 

Being obviously a product for IT personnel, it doesn’t have expected and pretty boring command-line interface that 

requires considerable time for studying and configuration, but a well thought-out GUI console complemented with 

intuitive wizards. 

PAT Enterprise analyzes and then does alignment if required on all or selected machines of your computer park. The 

whole set of operations on target machines from installation to removal of agents and services doesn’t require 

participation from your side and are easily controlled real time or with automatically generated reports. For domain 

machines you’ve got the option to set up a notification policy to prompt you to check up for misaligned partitions by a 

new event in Active Directory. Target computers that need alignment of system partitions will be automatically 

restarted in a special boot-time mode. Alignment operations can of course be scheduled not to interrupt business 

processes of your company. For optimizing virtual environments hosted by VMware ESX, there’s ESX Bridge, a special 

agent to interact with and employ facilities of the VMware infrastructure, thus providing for much higher performance 

and safety of alignment operations. For the maximum performance, this agent should be installed on a Windows OS 

guest of an ESX host that has access to datastores with virtual drives you’re planning to align. 

Key Benefits of PAT Enterprise 

 Central management from one dynamic site - you can use any computer, even out of the infrastructure at all; 

 Close integration with the VMware ESX infrastructure to optimize virtual machines with much higher 

performance and safety; 

 Required components are deployed automatically to remote machines according to the selected role(s); 

 Required prerequisites are deployed automatically to remote machines according to the selected role(s); 

 Job-oriented management - you assign one job to one or many clients at a time; 

 Offline operation of agents on target machines even when the network connection is out for some reason; 
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 Central database that contains information on any event happened within the infrastructure; 

 Operation performance and stability; 

 Close integration with MS Active Directory, etc. 

 

 

PAT Console should be installed on a computer within a domain environment of the PAT 

Enterprise infrastructure. 

  

For more information on the subject, please consult the How PAT Enterprise Works section. 

How PAT Enterprise Works 

Terms 

Term Definition 

Component A program module 

Role Purpose of a particular group of modules 

Policy A synonym for a task or job 

Agent A client service that executes operations 

ESX Bridge A special agent that interacts with the VMware infrastructure and does alignment on ESX guests 

Alignment Plug-in Provides Agent with facilities to execute alignment operations.  

Server A service that manages agents and controls usage of shared resources 

Console Provides user interface for management and control 
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Architecture 

 

Policies 

In PAT Enterprise no action can be done without creating a corresponding policy. There are service and user policies. 

Service policies are created automatically by PAT Server by an event, for instance when adding new target machines to 

the infrastructure. The administrator can only create and manage user policies. 

Roles 

Each computer that joins the infrastructure has one or several roles. A role describes the purpose of components 

installed on that particular machine. There can be the following roles: 

 Administration Server (the main service of the infrastructure that keeps the central database, distribute 

resources, solve conflicts between the others, etc.); 

 Installation Server (a service that conducts deployment or update of components); 

 ESX Bridge (a special agent that interacts with the VMware infrastructure and does alignment on ESX guest 

machines); 

 Agent (a service that executes operations on all machines that join the infrastructure); 

 Alignment Plug-in (provides Agent with facilities to execute alignment operations on physical machines). 

It’s up to the administrator to choose a role for this or that computer. One computer can have several roles at a time, 

but it’s not allowed to have several PAT Servers on one network. Roles can be changed from PAT Console. 

 

 

Administration and Installation Servers are always installed on one computer having a 

general name of PAT Enterprise Server in terms of the product. 
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Alignment Plug-in is automatically added to Agent, when Agent is installed through the 

local installer, or when new physical machines (or treated like physical) are added to the 

infrastructure remotely through PAT Console. 

 

Administration Server 

It’s the main service of the infrastructure that has the following functions: 

 Maintenance of the central database; 

 Synchronization of the central database with local databases; 

 Commitment of policies; 

 General operation planning; 

 Distribution of resources; 

 Primary operation analysis and conflicts solving. 

 

 

Administration and Installation Servers are always installed on one computer having a 

general name of PAT Enterprise Server in terms of the product. 

 

Installation Server 

It’s a service that conducts deployment or update of components, namely: 

 Management of Installation Agents; 

 Maintenance of the installation packages repository. 

All actions of Installation Server are presented by different installation policies. The administrator cannot directly create 

or modify this type of policies, they are formed automatically by an event, for instance, when changing roles assigned to 

particular computers from PAT Console. 

 

 

Administration and Installation Servers are always installed on one computer having a 

general name of PAT Enterprise Server in terms of the product. 

 

ESX Bridge 

It’s a special agent that interacts with and employs facilities of the VMware infrastructure to do partition alignment on 
ESX guest machines, thus providing for much higher performance and safety of alignment operations. For the maximum 
performance, this agent should be installed on a Windows OS guest of an ESX host that has access to datastores with 
virtual drives you’re planning to align. Its installation can be initiated either from PAT Console (default way) or manually 
on site. 

Agent 

It’s a service that executes operations on all machines that join the infrastructure. By creating a policy in PAT Console, 

the administrator initiates one or several agents. Its installation can be initiated either from PAT Console (default way) 

or manually on site. 
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Alignment Plug-in 

It extends functionality of Agent, providing the option to do partition alignment on physical machines. It’s automatically 

added to Agent, when Agent is installed through the local installer, or when new physical machines (or treated like 

physical) are added to the infrastructure remotely through PAT Console. 

PAT Console 

PAT Enterprise actually includes two consoles, one GUI and one command-line. Both serve for administering the 

infrastructure. PAT consoles don’t acquire a role in the infrastructure and can be installed on several computers on the 

net, providing the so called dynamic site management. 

 

 

Both consoles are always installed together. In this guide only GUI console will be 

considered for administering the infrastructure. 

PAT Console should be installed on a computer within a domain environment of the PAT 

Enterprise infrastructure. 
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Getting Started with PAT Enterprise 

In this chapter you will find all the information necessary to get the product ready to use. 

System Requirements 

 A Windows domain environment (since XP SP3); 

 Administrator credentials; 

 WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation) service is running; 

 Open TCP ports: 135, 18950, 60543, or disabled Firewalls on all computers; 

 File and Printer Sharing is allowed in Firewall, which enables default system shares on local volumes (ADMIN$, 

C$, D$, etc.); 

 “Simple file sharing” should be off on Windows XP machines and vice versa on Windows Vista and later. 

Infrastructure Deployment 

First Start 

The product comes in one .exe file. When clicked on, the opened first start wizard informs you about the necessity to 

extract files into a temporary folder, which may take several minutes. 
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When done, you can see our standard launcher that enables to initiate installation of components, register in Paragon’s 

E-service for support and updates, uninstall all or required infrastructure components, read the user guide, etc. 

 

Deployment Phases 

To simplify deployment of the infrastructure there’s an intuitive setup wizard, which depending on the chosen 

component selects required product installation packages and prerequisites. The whole process involves several phases: 

 Installation of PAT Enterprise Server; 

 Installation of PAT Enterprise Console; 

 Installation of ESX Bridge for aligning guests of one or several ESX/vSphere hosts; 

 Installation of Agent + Alignment Plug-in for aligning a physical machine or a virtual machine treated as physical. 
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Installing Server 

 

 

We guarantee the work of the infrastructure only if PAT Server is installed in a domain 

environment. 

 

1. Choose a computer to install PAT Server on. It can be any domain machine, but the more powerful, the better. 

2. Make sure it meets the systems requirements. 

3. Launch PAT Enterprise. 

4. Select Installation > Paragon Alignment Tool™ Enterprise Server. 

5. Click Next on the first page of the setup wizard. 

6. The wizard will analyze the computer for required prerequisites and notify about product components to install. 

Click Install to initiate the process. 

 

 

7. The wizard will detect your domain and prompt to provide credentials of the domain administrator. The 

provided credentials will later be used for getting access to other machines of the domain to submit installation 

or alignment policies, etc. Please make sure the domain administrator also joins the “local admins” group. 

 

 

 

We guarantee the work of the infrastructure only if PAT Server is installed in a domain 

environment. 

 

8. At the final stage the wizard will inform you on the installed prerequisites and product components and the 

roles the computer acquired in the infrastructure. Click Finish to confirm. 
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9. The main indicator that PAT Server has been successfully installed is two PRM services running - you can check it 

up in Windows Task Manager. 

 

Installing Console 

 

 

PAT Console should be installed on a computer within a domain environment of the PAT 

Enterprise infrastructure. 

 

1. Choose a computer to install PAT Console on. It can be any domain machine. 

2. Make sure it meets the systems requirements. 

3. Launch PAT Enterprise. 

4. Select Installation > Paragon Alignment Tool™ Enterprise Console. 

5. Click Next on the first page of the setup wizard. 

6. The wizard will analyze the computer for required prerequisites and notify about product components to install. 

Click Install to initiate the process. 
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7. At the final stage the wizard will inform you on the installed prerequisites and product components. The 

computer with PAT Console doesn’t acquire a role in the infrastructure. Click Finish to confirm. 

 

 

 

As you can see on the final page of the wizard there have been installed two consoles, one 

GUI and one command-line. In this guide only GUI console will be considered for 

administering the infrastructure. 

 

Installing ESX Bridge 

If you’ve got VMware ESX that hosts Windows OS guests, the most efficient way of optimizing virtual drives of this type 

of infrastructure is to use ESX Bridge, a special agent installed on one of the guests to get access to and align virtual 

drives of other guests. This configuration can boast much higher performance, complete data safety, and minimal 

downtime for alignment operations as it directly employs facilities of the VMware infrastructure to do alignments from 

outside, i.e.: 

 No software is installed on every virtual target machine, but only once on a machine to act as ESX Bridge; 
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 Virtual drives that require alignment are determined in a couple of minutes through the VMware snapshot 

mechanism without the need of restarting target virtual machines; 

 Usage of VMware API enables to considerably increase stability of alignment operations. 

You can install ESX Bridge either centrally through PAT Console (recommended) or manually on site. Obviously the 

manual option is not default, and should only be used if there’s no way to do the remote installation. 

 

 

You’re not allowed to align hard drives of a guest OS where you install ESX Bridge. 

 

It’s not allowed to have several ESX Bridges, but one bridge can access several ESX hosts. 

 

Through Console 

1. Launch PAT Console. 

2. Select Infrastructure > ESX Bridge, then click on Choose computers for ESX Bridge. 

 

3. Choose a machine to install ESX Bridge on. Despite the fact that it can be any computer on the net (physical or 

virtual), the maximum performance and stability can be achieved only when ESX Bridge is installed in a guest 

environment of an ESX host that has access to datastores with virtual drives you’re planning to align. If the 

chosen computer joins the same domain, you don’t have to provide credentials, otherwise please provide 

credentials of enough privileges (a local administrator or higher). 
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4. Click on Add new, then enter a DNS name or IP address of the required ESX host, a communication port (if 

necessary), and administrator credentials by double clicking on the corresponding fields. Click Save changes to 

finish. 

 

5. There will be created a summary page and a new installation policy, submitted immediately, which you can see 

through a popup window. 

 

 

6. Select Machines>Machines to monitor the progress. The required machine will be added to the list of 

computers that join the infrastructure and eventually acquire the roles of ESX Bridge/ESX Agent. Use the 

Refresh Inventory  icon to force update of the information. 
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7. To get detailed information on the operation progress, select Reports and Events > Activities 

 

or Report and Events > Events, where you can see all events of the infrastructure. Just click on the interested 

one to see details. Use the Refresh Inventory  icon to force update of the information. 
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8. When the operation is over, select Machines > Virtual Machines > Host and Clusters to see the connected ESX 

host. It’s the main indicator that ESX Bridge is working. 

 

If ESX Bridge has been installed, but no ESX host is displayed here, first click Refresh to force update of the 

information. If still no result, please check the following: 

 A network adapter on ESX Bridge can access outer resources; 

 The provided ESX access credentials are valid and allow read/write access to virtual machine files 

(“power user” or “administrative”). You can always modify credentials by selecting Infrastructure > ESX 

Bridge > Change ESX connections. 
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Manually 

1. Choose a machine to install ESX Bridge on. Despite the fact that it can be any computer on the net (physical or 

virtual), the maximum performance and stability can be achieved only when ESX Bridge is installed in a guest 

environment of an ESX host that has access to datastores with virtual drives you’re planning to align. 

2. Make sure it meets the systems requirements. 

3. Launch PAT Enterprise. 

4. Select Installation > Paragon Alignment Tool™ Enterprise ESX Bridge. 

5. Click Next on the first page of the setup wizard. 

6. The wizard will analyze the computer for required prerequisites and notify about product components to install. 

Click Install to initiate the process. 

 

 

7. When done with the installation, click Next to let the wizard assign the roles of Agent/ESX Agent/ESX Bridge to 

this computer. At this stage you will need to provide a DNS name or IP address of PAT Server. 
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By default, PAT Server communicates with agents through port 60543, which you can 

change however (available for the command-line console only). If changed, please set the 

same port in the corresponding field. If not changed, please ignore this option. 

 

8. At the final stage the wizard will inform you on the installed prerequisites and product components and the 

roles the computer acquired in the infrastructure. Click Finish to confirm. 

 

9. The main indicator that ESX Bridge has been successfully installed is appearance of the computer in PAT 

Console. Check it out in PAT Console: select Machines > Machines to see the required computer. 

 

10. To make ESX Bridge work you should add at least one ESX host. Select Infrastructure > ESX Bridge, then click on 

Change ESX connections. 
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11. Provide a DNS name or IP address and credentials of one or several ESX hosts. 

Installing Agent 

You can add target machines to the infrastructure either centrally through PAT Console (recommended) or manually by 

installing Agent on necessary computers. Obviously the manual option is not default, and should only be used if there’s 

no way to do the remote installation. 

Through Console  

1. Launch PAT Console: either click on its desktop icon or go to Start > Programs > Paragon PRM PAT Console™  > 

Paragon PRM PAT Console™; 

2. Provide a DNS name or IP address and credentials of the domain administrator. Please make sure the domain 

administrator joins the “local admins” group on a computer where PAT Server is installed. Click Connect. 
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Mark the available checkbox if credentials of the domain administrator have been changed 

since the installation of PAT Server to allow the server access and administer target 

machines. 

 

3. If a connection with the server has been established, the Add Machines Wizard opens automatically. As you can 

see it has detected our domain and prompts to only browse machines that join it. By marking the checkbox 

below however, you can make the wizard browse all machines on the net, which may take much more time. 

Click Next. 

 

 

This wizard launches automatically only once. Anyway you can start it at any time by 

selecting ”Machines”, then clicking on the “Add Machines”  icon. 

 

4. On the next page the wizard lists computers that join the domain, domain controllers separately. Mark 

checkboxes next to those, which hard drives you’d like to align. Click Next to proceed. 

 

 

 

Due to the specifics of the architecture, a computer that has acquired the role of PAT Server 

cannot be added to the infrastructure as a target machine through PAT Console, but only 

manually. Thus it won’t be listed here. 

 

The wizard lists all computers that join the domain, both physical and virtual. If virtual 

machines hosted by VMware ESX are on the list, please do not mark them here. Otherwise, 
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they will be processed as ordinary physical machines, so you won’t get the benefits of ESX 

Bridge (much higher performance, complete data safety, minimal downtime, etc.). 

 

If you’re going to align partitions of a domain controller, please be ready to its restart and 

problems resulting from it. 

 

5. The next page enables to define an event(s) in Active Directory, which should initiate the process of adding new 

target machines to the infrastructure. This is realized with a special service that monitors activities in Active 

Directory. Click Next to proceed. 

 

 

 
The service checks activities in Active Directory every hour. 

 

6. The wizard will inform you on the upcoming operation. Click Close to initiate the operation. 

 

7. In the opened console select Machines>Machines to monitor the progress. When the operation is over, all 

selected target machines should acquire the roles of Agent/ Alignment Plug-in. Use the Refresh Inventory  

icon to force update of the information. 
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8. To get detailed information on the operation progress, select Reports and Events > Activities 

 

or Report and Events > Events, where you can see all events of the infrastructure. Just click on the interested 

one to see details. Use Refresh to force update of the information. 
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Manually 

1. Choose a computer to install Agent on. It can be any computer on the net. 

2. Make sure it meets the systems requirements. 

3. Launch PAT Enterprise. 

4. Select Installation > Paragon Alignment Tool™ Enterprise Agent. 

5. Click Next on the first page of the setup wizard. 

6. The wizard will analyze the computer for required prerequisites and notify about product components to install. 

Click Install to initiate the process. 

 

 

7. When done with the installation, click Next to let the wizard assign the roles of Agent/Alignment Plug-in to this 

computer. At this stage you will need to provide a DNS name or IP address of PAT Server. 

 

 

 

 

By default, PAT Server communicates with agents through port 60543, which you can 

change however (available for the command-line console only). If changed, please set the 
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same port in the corresponding field. If not changed, please ignore this option. 

 

8. At the final stage the wizard will inform you on the installed prerequisites and product components and the 

roles the computer acquired in the infrastructure. Click Finish to confirm. 

 

9. The main indicator that Agent has been successfully installed is appearance of the computer in PAT Console. 
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Typical Use Cases 

Aligning Partitions on Physical Machines (or Virtual Machines Treated as Physical) 

You’re allowed to launch this operation only for misaligned partitions, which are defined automatically when adding 

target physical machines (or virtual treated like physical) to the infrastructure. An alignment operation can be 

accomplished by creating a corresponding policy. Any alignment policy enables to define the following parameters: 

 A policy name; 

 Particular target machines that join the infrastructure. Please note that all misaligned partitions of the selected 

computers will be aligned; 

 Whether to automatically restart the computers in a special boot-time mode when aligning system (locked) 

partitions or not. If not, system partitions will be ignored; 

 Whether to keep the computers in the infrastructure after the operation is over or not. Please note that if 

partition alignments complete with errors, the corresponding target machines won’t be removed from the 

infrastructure anyway; 

 And an operation schedule. 

To do partition alignment on physical target machines, please do the following: 

1. Launch PAT Console. 

2. Add target machines to the infrastructure. 

3. Select Machines. Double click on Machines, then select Require Alignment to see those that join the 

infrastructure and have at least one misaligned partition. Click on the  icon opposite required machines to get 

more details. Using the legend below you can understand what partitions require alignment and what are 

already aligned. Besides you may see partitions that cannot be aligned – these are OEM, MSR (Microsoft System 

Reserved), or partitions of unsupported file systems. 
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4. Mark computers, which partitions you’d like to be aligned, then click on the Create Policy  icon. 

 

5. In the opened window set a policy name and other parameters. Read the policy description and click on 

corresponding hyperlinks to change default options if necessary. When ready, click Save Changes. 
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Available policy parameters: 

- Whether to automatically restart the computers in a special boot-time mode when aligning system 

(locked) partitions or not. If not, system partitions will be ignored. 

 

- Whether to accomplish the operation immediately after saving, or according to a set schedule. 
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- Whether to keep the computers in the infrastructure after the operation is over or not; 

 

6. Once the alignment policy has been created, use the Set up Notification hyperlink to additionally create an 

email notification sub-policy for easier monitoring of the alignment operation. 

 

7. In the opened dialog select events from the list, which you consider relevant for notification, provide an email 

address where to send notifications, a message subject and body for easier identification if necessary. Then click 

on E-mail Options hyperlink below for the email transport configuration. 
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8. The alignment task will be initiated immediately (by default) or according to the set schedule. You will be 

informed on the operation start through a popup window. 

 

9. Select Report and Events > Activities to monitor the operation progress. Use Refresh to force update of the 

information. 
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If you schedule an alignment task, please make sure time is the same on all computers. If 

it’s not, the operation will start according to time of target machines. 

 

10. For more details, use the Events option. Filter events for easier monitoring if necessary by using the 

corresponding  icon. 

 

 

11. When the alignment task is over, partitions should be aligned according to the created policy. You can check it 

up by using the Require Alignment option (machines with aligned partitions are not displayed) 
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or through Activities. 

 

Aligning Partitions on Virtual Machines through ESX Bridge 

If you’ve got VMware ESX that hosts Windows OS guests, the most efficient way of optimizing virtual drives of this type 

of infrastructure is to use ESX Bridge, a special agent installed on one of the guests to get access to and align virtual 

drives of other guests. This configuration can boast much higher performance, complete data safety, and minimal 

downtime for alignment operations as it directly employs facilities of the VMware infrastructure to do alignments from 

outside, i.e.: 

 No software is installed on every virtual target machine, but only once on a machine to act as ESX Bridge; 

 Virtual drives that require alignment are determined in a couple of minutes through the VMware snapshot 

mechanism; 

 Usage of VMware API enables to considerably increase stability of alignment operations. 

To align virtual drives of guest machines hosted by an ESX Server, please do the following: 

 

 

You’re not allowed to align hard drives of a guest OS where you install ESX Bridge. 

 

If you’ve got several ESX Servers, we strongly recommend you to divide alignment tasks 

into several phases. So you install ESX Bridge on a guest of the first ESX Server to do 

alignments of its guests, and then remove ESX Bridge. After that you pick a guest and install 

ESX Bridge on the second ESX Server to do alignments of its guests, and then remove ESX 

Bridge again, and so on. This approach will allow you to get the maximum performance and 

stability, as only one ESX Bridge is allowed in the infrastructure. 

 

1. Launch PAT Console. 

2. Install ESX Bridge. 
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3. Select Machines > Virtual Machines > Host and Clusters to see the connected ESX host. Mark a checkbox 

opposite it to select all guests, or use the  icon to find and mark the required guest machines. When ready 

click on the Check Alignment   icon to check the selected machines for misaligned virtual drives.  

 

4. There will be created and immediately submitted the required policy, which you can see through a popup 

window. 

 

5. To get detailed information on the operation progress, select Reports and Events > Activities or Report and 

Events > Events. Use the Refresh Inventory  icon to force update of the information. 

 

6. When done, select the Require Alignment view to see only those machines that do have at least one misaligned 

partition. Select a machine to get more details. Using the legend below you can understand what partitions 

require alignment and what are already aligned. Besides you may see partitions that cannot be aligned – these 

are OEM, MSR (Microsoft System Reserved), or partitions of unsupported file systems. 
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7. Mark machines, which partitions you’d like to be aligned, then click on the Create Policy  icon. 

 

8. In the opened window set a policy name and other parameters. Read the policy description and click on 

corresponding hyperlinks to change default options if necessary. When ready, click Save Changes. 
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Available policy parameters: 

- Whether to accomplish the operation once each target machine is off, or according to a set schedule (all 

target machines will be forced to shut down). 
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- What state all target machines should have after the alignment operation is over (initial, online, offline). 

 

9. Read the resulted policy description. 

 

10. You will be informed on the operation start through a popup window. 

 

11. To get detailed information on the operation progress, select Reports and Events > Activities or Report and 

Events > Events. Use the Refresh Inventory  icon to force update of the information. 
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If you schedule an alignment task, please make sure time is the same on all computers. If 

it’s not, the operation will start according to time of target machines. 

 

12. When the alignment task is over, partitions should be aligned according to the created policy. You can check it 

up by using the Require Alignment view (machines with aligned partitions are not displayed) or through 

Activities. Don’t forget to use the Refresh Inventory  icon to force update of the information. 

Removing Target Machines from the Infrastructure 

1. Launch PAT Console. 

2. Select Machines>Machines, then a computer (use “Ctrl” or “Shift” for selecting several machines) you’d like to 

be removed from the infrastructure. Use the Delete Machine icon  to initiate the operation. 

 

3. Confirm the operation in the opened dialog. Please note that this operation initiates de-installation of all 

components of PAT Enterprise on the selected computer. 
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4. Select Report and Events > Activities to monitor the operation progress. 

 

 

 

If the delete operation fails for the selected target machine, please reopen the dialog and 

additionally mark the “Force Remove” option to delete all information on this computer 

from the infrastructure. Then uninstall all components of PAT Enterprise on site by using 

the local installer and its corresponding section. 

 

Reports and Notifications 

PAT Enterprise includes two powerful tools of monitoring activities within the infrastructure from outside: 

 Notifications. Notifications are generated by events (Reports and Events > Events). When creating a notification 

policy, you define a particular type of events or several types (errors, warnings, information, etc.) for an 

infrastructure component or activity you’re interested in (Administration or Installation Servers, alignment 

policies, etc.). The main purpose of any notification is to inform the administrator that something goes wrong 

during the process. Notifications can only be emailed to a certain address. In PAT Enterprise notifications are 

differentiated to object-dependent (bound to activities of a particular alignment policy) and general (bound to 

activities of PAT Server and/or certain alignment policies). 

Object-dependent notifications: 

- Select Notifications > Object-dependent notifications, then click on Add new notification. 
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All previously created object-dependent notification policies will be listed here. 

 

- Specify parameters of the new notification policy. 

 

 

 

The process of creating an object-dependent notification policy is described in the Aligning 

Partitions on Physical Machines scenario. 
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General notifications: 

- Select Notifications > General notifications, then click on Add new notification. 
- Specify parameters of the new notification policy. 

 

 Reports. Reports contain information on the entire infrastructure or particular components for a certain period 

of time in form of a table. Reports are generated according to a timetable and can either be emailed or saved to 

a file.  

- Select Report and Events > Reports, then click on Add new report. 
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All previously created report policies will be listed here. 

 

- Specify parameters of the new report policy. 

 

Known Issues 

1. All required components of PAT Enterprise are installed, but no actions are performed on target machines. 

Please restart PRM services on all target machines where this issue takes place:  

- Select Start > Run; 

- Type in <services.msc>, click on Enter; 

- Find “Paragon Remote Management” services, and then restart them by using the corresponding 

option. 

2. The EventJournal.db file has become too large in size. How can I reduce its size? 

- You should stop PRM services on computers, which event journals are no more needed (first on PAT 

Server, then on target machines): 

 Select Start > Run; 

 Type in <services.msc>, click on Enter; 

 Find “Paragon Remote Management” services, and then stop them by using the corresponding 

option. 

- Delete EventJournal.db files on every computer. You can find it here: 

For the XP family 
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C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Paragon Software\Remote Management\ 

For the Vista+ family 

C:\ProgramData\Paragon Software\Remote Management\ 

- Start PRM services: 

 Select Start > Run; 

 Type in <services.msc>, click on Enter; 

- Find “Paragon Remote Management” services, and then start them by using the corresponding 

option. 

3. Policy’s progress bar shows unpredictable/wrong information about the real progress. 

Please note that the progress is very approximate for the following operations at the moment: 

- Alignment of physical machines; 

- Alignment of virtual machines; 

- Check alignment.  

Exact progress is currently available for installation/removal of the infrastructure components. 

4. A physical machine that acquired the roles of Agent/ Alignment Plug-in restarts unexpectedly for the user. 

It can happen due to submission of an alignment policy with the “can be rebooted” parameter, where this 

machine is listed as a target. To avoid it, please modify the alignment policy with the parameter “can’t be 

rebooted” or notify the interested party. 

5. After I have reinstalled PAT Enterprise Console, I can’t find PAT Administration Console in the program’s group. 

Please install it manually by using PRM30_AdministrationConsole_ea_x32 (for x86 OSes) or 

PRM30_AdministrationConsole_ea_x64 (for x64 OSes) MSI packages. 

You can find these installation packages here: 

For the XP family 

- C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Paragon Software\Remote Management\ 

MsiRepository\1.0\ 

For the Vista+ family 

- C:\ProgramData\Paragon Software\Remote Management\ MsiRepository\1.0\ 

6. Can I use wildcards when configuring filters in Reports and Events > Events? 

Wildcards are not yet implement. Please use substrings in the “Targets” and “Policies” fields instead. 

Example: 

There are two policies named “Align Virtual Machines” and “Align Virtual Machines (1)” 

If you enter “virtual” in the policy field and click OK, both policies will be showed up. But if you enter “(1)” in the 

policy field and click OK, only one policy will be showed up, i.e. “Align Virtual Machines (1)”. 

7. I’ve created two policies with the same name. How can I distinguish between them? 

Several policies with the same name can be distinguished by a Policy ID, but it’s not comfortable. Please create 

policies with different names. 

8. I added a physical machine to the infrastructure through the Add Machines wizard. All components including 

“Partition Alignment Plug-in” were successfully installed on it and its status is online in PAT Console. When 
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selecting Machines > Machines > Require Alignment, I see no info about the current alignment status of this 

computer. 

First use the Refresh option to force update of the information. If still no information is displayed, then all 

partitions of this machine are aligned.  

9. I submitted a Check Alignment policy for a virtual machine. It completed successfully, but there is no info about 

the current alignment status of this machine when I switch to the Require Alignment view (i.e. this machine 

isn’t present at all on that view). 

First use the Refresh option to force update of the information. If still no information is displayed, then all 

partitions of this machine are aligned. 

10. I created an alignment policy and submitted it. It completed very quickly, but no partitions were aligned. 

Please make sure you selected machines to align when creating the alignment policy: 

- Select Policies > PAT Policies (for physical) or Policies for virtual machines (for virtual); 

- Check whether the required computers are selected or not. 

11. I made some changes to the infrastructure. Required policies were completed successfully, but I didn’t see those 

changes in PAT Console. 

If making the following changes: 

- Successfully installed PAT Enterprise components on a remote machine(s); 

- Successfully removed PAT Enterprise components from a remote machine(s); 

- Successfully checked the alignment status of a virtual machine(s); 

- Successfully performed an alignment policy for a virtual machine; 

- Successfully added a physical machine(s); 

- Successfully performed an alignment policy for a physical machine(s). 

Use the Refresh option to force update of the information in PAT Console. 

12. I’ve created a report through a report policy, but it’s too hard to read. 

It’s a known issue. Editable templates for reports will be available in future releases. 

13. I initiated alignment of a physical machine with the “can be rebooted” parameter. After some time I noticed in 

the “Activities” section first “Retrying” then “Finished” statuses. But when trying to log in to Windows OS on the 

target machine, I found out that it’s in the pre-boot mode. 

The operation progress cannot be obtained when Windows OS is in the pre-boot state, that’s why the operation 

receives the “Finished” status once the remote computer restarts to complete the alignment operation. The 

alignment policy status will be refreshed when the computer is back in Windows. 

14. I tried to install ESX Bridge on a computer with the PAT Server role through Infrastructure > Add ESX Bridge (i.e. 

through an installation policy), but the operation fails with an error. 

It’s not allowed to add additional roles to a computer where PAT Server is installed through PAT Console. Please 

do it manually through the local installer. 

15. I don’t get what to select in the Add Machines wizard on the Computers Discovery page. 

This page displays Active Directory (AD) structure of the current domain. Presented items are standard 

organizational units (OU) of AD. By selecting one or several OUs, you make PAT Enterprise check their activities 

every hour, and if there appears a new computer in AD, which is not yet in the PAT infrastructure, it will be 

added immediately. You can change parameters of this section at any time by launching the wizard once again. 
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16. In PAT Administration Console I can see policies named “Directory Replication”, “Event Journal Replication”, 

“Credentials Manager Replication”, “Service Operations” and “Event Journal Retention”. I didn’t create them. 

May I delete these policies? 

Please do not delete any of these policies. They are needed for proper functioning of the infrastructure and 

cannot be re-created manually once deleted. If deleted, the only way to continue working with PAT Enterprise is 

to re-install components of the infrastructure. 

17. I’ve found that several parameters in PAT GUI Console like “Layout”, “Type”, “Status” and “System uptime” are 

marked as “Not implemented”. What does it mean? 

The mentioned above parameters are auxiliary and not yet implemented in PAT Enterprise, but will be certainly 

fixed in future releases. 

18. I created ESX Bridge providing valid credentials for an ESX host. When selecting Machines > Virtual Machines > 

Hosts and Clusters I saw no virtual machines of this ESX host, except for this message “There are no virtual 

machines because credentials for ESX server(s) are wrong or absent”. Then I used the Refresh option to force 

update of the information. Still no result. I’m sure the provided credentials are valid. 

To get more details on the problem, please use the Reports and Events > Events section: 

- If ESX Bridge and PAT Server are on different machines and there’s no error/warning message from ESX 

Bridge, then please wait till a replication session is completed (about a minute). Then use the Refresh 

option to force update of the information. Select Machines > Virtual Machines > Hosts and Clusters to 

check out whether the problem is still present or not. 

- If there’s the following warning “Unable to connect to remote server”, then a machine where ESX Bridge 

is installed cannot access ESX/vCenter through its network adapter. Try to ping ESX/vCenter from this 

machine. If not possible, add a virtual network adapter (if a virtual machine has been chosen to act as 

ESX Bridge) or plug-in a new physical network adapter (for a physical machine), install drivers for it, then 

connect it to the network where ESX/vCenter is present. Use the Refresh option to force update of the 

information. Select Machines > Virtual Machines > Hosts and Clusters to check out whether the 

problem is still present or not. 

- If there’s the following warning “System.Web.Services.Protocols.SoapAexception: password…”, then the 

provided credentials are not valid or do not have sufficient privileges to browse/read/write to virtual 

machine files. Re-enter ESX/vCenter credentials once again by selecting Infrastructure > ESX Bridge > 

Change ESX connections, then please wait till a replication session is completed (about a minute). Use 

the Refresh option to force update of the information. Select Machines > Virtual Machines > Hosts and 

Clusters to check out whether the problem is still present or not. If no result, please make sure the 

provided credentials enable to browse/read/write to virtual machine files. You should use “power user” 

or “administrative” credentials. 

19. I marked a corresponding option on the Network Discovery page to search for all available machines on the net, 

which took plenty of time. After selecting several machines, I passed on to the next page of Add Machines 

wizard. Suddenly I realized that forgot to select some more machines. Should I re-run the wizard? 

Nope, just return to the required page of the wizard by using a round button in the left upper corner.  

20. I have a lot of physical machines (more then 1000) that require alignment. Can I align all of them in one 

operation? 

Sure, it can be done through Policies > Align policies for physical machines (PatPolicies): 

- Click on Create new policy; 

- Click the Select groups hyperlink at the bottom of the screen; 
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- Select the Require alignment group; 

- Configure the other policy properties according to your demands. 

21. For some virtual machines the “Check alignment for VM” (“Report Acquisition for VM”) policy completes with an 

error or an alignment status of some virtual machines after “Alignment policy for VM” is completed is not 

renewed. 

It has to do with some inner interaction issues of the ESX and VMware APIs. To tackle this problem, please 

reboot the problem virtual machines. If no result, please shut down all virtual machines on ESX Server that hosts 

problem virtual machines, then restart the server.  

22. While browsing for machines through the Add Machines wizard I’ve got the choice either to browse in AD only 

(quick) or on Windows Network (not quick, but workgroup machines are also available). While browsing for 

machines through ESX Bridge I do not have this option. 

It’s a know issue of PAT Console, which will be fixed in future releases. While browsing for machines through 

ESX Bridge to add them remotely using an installation policy, all available machines of Windows Network are 

processed, which is time consuming. But you’ve got the option to manually add the required machines: 

- Run the local installer on a remote machine you would like add to the infrastructure; 

- Select the required role in the “Installation” section; 

- On request from the local installer provide either a domain administrator credentials (if installing PAT 

Server), or IP address of a computer where PAT Server is installed (for all other roles). 

23. How can I remove ESX Bridge from the infrastructure? 

Select Infrastructure > ESX Bridge, then click on Remove ESX Bridge. All components of ESX Bridge will be 

removed from the machine, but the machine will remain in the infrastructure with the Agent role. If you need to 

remove this machine from the infrastructure, please do the following: 

- Select this machine, then use the Delete Machine option to initiate the operation; 

- Confirm the operation in the opened dialog to completely remove all components of PAT Enterprise. If 

the delete operation fails for the selected target machine, please reopen the dialog and additionally 

mark the “Force Remove” option to delete all information on this computer from the infrastructure. 

Then uninstall all components of PAT Enterprise on site by using the local installer and its corresponding 

section. 

24. I have a workgroup machine with an empty password. When trying to add it to the infrastructure through PAT 

Console, I’ve got the following error “System.UnauthorizedAccessException: Access is denied…” How can I add 

this machine? 

You’re no allowed to access a Windows machine remotely if it doesn’t have the complete credentials (login and 

password), despite the fact that it can be accessed locally. Create an account with the administrative privileges 

and the complete credentials: 

- Login to the problem machine under a local administrator account; 

- Select Start > Run, then type in <compmgmt.msc>. Click Enter; 

- Select Local users and groups > Users; 

- Create a new account with a password; 

- Call properties of the newly created account, then switch to the “Member of” tab; 

-  Click Add and enter “Administrators”. Confirm the operation. 

As a roundabout way, you can use the local installer to add this machine to the infrastructure: 
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- Copy the local installer to the problem machine and run it; 

- Select the required role; 

- Follow the instructions. 

25. I tried to uninstall several (not all) infrastructure components on a target machine, i.e. the machine should 

remain in the infrastructure after the operation. The corresponding policy finished with a success, but the 

machine is in the off-line state. 

It can happen in some cases. Please restart PRM services on the problem machine: 

- Select Start > Run; 

- Type in <services.msc>, click on Enter; 

- Find “Paragon Remote Management” services, and then restart them by using the corresponding 

option; 

- Use the Refresh option to force update of the information in PAT Console. 

26. “Check Alignment” and/or “Align Policy for VM” generate errors in my ESX’s recent tasks panel. 

Your ESX/vCenter is hugely overloaded (by too many partition alignment tasks, etc.). Try to perform alignments 

in several slices – divide all target machines in several groups and assign alignment policies consecutively. It’s 

also not recommended to align a lot of machines from one datastore at a time. 

27. I assigned the “Check alignment” policy for several virtual machines. On its completion, I tried to switch to the 

“Require alignment” view. This operation took about a minute to complete. I even thought that PAT Console 

hung up. 

It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. Please wait until the “Require alignment” view is 

displayed. 

28. I’ve selected a machine in the infrastructure and clicked Remove machine. The corresponding policy starts, but 

something goes wrong in the process and it ends with an error. I’m trying to click the “Restart” hyperlink in the 

Report and events > Activities section, but the same result. What can I do? 

There are two ways out of this situation: 

- Use the local installer to remove all components of PAT Enterprise: 

o Copy the local installer to the problem machine and run it; 

o Select Uninstallation > Uninstall all PAT Enterprise components; 

o Follow the instructions. 

If this doesn’t help, please use the second option. 

- Remove all components of PAT Enterprise manually: 

o On the problem machine please select Start > Settings > Control Panel > Add or Remove 

Programs; 

o Select a package that contains “PRM” in its name, then click Remove. Repeat the action for all 

packages of this type. 

o If the operation fails for the selected package, try to remove some other first. When done, 

repeat the action for the first one; 

o When all packages are removed, select the problem machine in PAT Console and click Delete 

machine. In the opened dialog mark the “Force remove” checkbox, then confirm the operation. 
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Please note the “Force removal” operation should be done after all components are uninstalled 

on the problem machine manually.  

29. I performed “Require alignment” for several virtual machines, switched to the “Require alignment” view and got 

all information I was interested in. After that some of those machines were moved/replaced/deleted. When I go 

to the “Require alignment” view and click Refresh I get the following error “Failed to compare two elements in 

the array”. What does it mean? 

It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. The problem is that information got from ESX/vCenter 

isn’t equal to that stored in PAT Enterprise. Just click Continue to return to PAT Console. This error won’t occur 

for the given configuration of ESX/vCenter. Instead of moved/replaced/deleted machines you will see red-

colored circles (one for each absent machine). 

30. I created and submitted a “Report policy” of the ESXVM type. A corresponding report was generated but the 

policy ended with the following error “Task is failed, error: VmPath rule is not set”. Can I trust the created 

report? 

Certainly you can. It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. This error will occur each time you 

submit this type of report policies. Please note however, all generated reports are absolutely correct. 

31. I added new machines to the infrastructure. The corresponding installation policy completed successfully and all 

machines became online in the Machines > Machines section, but no information was displayed on their IP 

addresses and domains. 

It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. There are two ways out of this situation: 

- Restart PAT Console: 

o Wait until the installation policy completes and the OS field opposite all newly added machines 

contains information in the operating system; 

o Use the Refresh option to force update of the information; 

o Close PAT Console; 

o Launch PAT Console. 

- Switch between different sections in PAT Console: 

o Wait until the installation policy completes and the “OS” field opposite all added machines 

contains information in the operating system; 

o Use the Refresh option to force update of the information; 

o Select Machines > Machines, then use the Refresh option to force update of the information 

(the “OS” field should be renewed for all added machines, if not – please wait about a minute, 

until the replication between PAT Server and the remote machine completes, then click Refresh 

once again); 

o When done, go to the Policies section, then come back to Machines. As a result you’ll get the 

necessary information in the “IP” and “domain” fields. 

32. When trying to delete a machine from the infrastructure, a corresponding de-installation policy completes with 

a success and the machine is removed. When going to Reports and events > Events I find two errors regarding 

the removed machine from the CredentialsManager and the EventManager: “Cannot build replica for computer 

id = c9ccf01b-40f6-4f38-889d-9fe5ace3d9f3 because it is not found in the infrastructure”.  Should I somehow 

care about it? 

It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. Just ignore these errors. 
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33. I added ESX/vCenter to ESX Bridge. When going to Machines > Virtual machines > Hosts and clusters and 

clicking Refresh to browse the connected ESX/vCenter, I find a standard hierarchy, but wrong symbols opposite 

elements of existing lower levels (virtual machines of a certain pool, etc.), e.g. there’s the “-” (minus) symbol 

instead of “+” for elements, which contain internal elements. 

It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. If an element doesn’t contain internal elements, there’s 

no symbol at all.  

34. I cancelled an alignment of physical machines/alignment of virtual machines/installation/de-installation policy. 

The policy ended with an error, but all partitions of all physical machines/all partitions of all virtual machines 

were reported as aligned/new infrastructure members were added and functioning/machines were removed 

from the infrastructure. What does it mean? 

It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. In the current version of PAT Enterprise, the policy 

cancelling doesn’t work as designed (except for “Check alignment” for VMs). If the operation continues 

physically and completes with no errors, it means that it’s really finished. Sometimes cancelling of a policy ends 

up with an error(s) in Event Journal, it means that it’s not successfully finished and you need to restart the 

policy. Anyway, please try not to cancel policies. 

35. I tried to align a physical machine/check alignment status of virtual machines/align a virtual machine, but the 

operation failed with an error in the Report and Event > Events section like “can’t submit policy <policy name> 

for computer <computer name with partition alignment plug-in installed/ESX Bridge or ESX Agent role(s) set up 

>”. 

Most likely the remote machine with “partition alignment plug-in installed/ESX Bridge or ESX Agent role(s) set 

up” is in the sleep/hibernate/turned off mode. Check its status in the Machines > Machines section. If this is the 

case, please do the following: 

- Wake up/turn on the problem remote machine using a third-party tool or manually; 

- Restart the failed policy (available in the Reports and Events > Activities section). 

36. I tried to add a remote machine to the infrastructure/remove a remote machine from the infrastructure (with 

de-installation of all components), but the operation failed with the following error in the Events and Reports > 

Events section: “<machine name> is shut down or WMI service connection is disabled by firewall settings”. 

If the firewall is disabled, there are two possible variants that can lead to this situation: 

- The problem remote machine is in the sleep/hibernate/turned off mode: 

o Wake up/turn on the problem remote machine using a third-party tool or manually; 

o Restart the failed policy (available in the Reports and Events > Activities section). 

- The “trust relationship” between the remote machine and the primary domain has failed: 

o Re-enter this machine into the domain; 

o Restart the failed policy (available in the Reports and Events > Activities section). 

37. Something damages “prm.common.service.exe”. PAT Enterprise doesn’t work (PRM service cannot be started) 

any more. Besides when trying to manually uninstall Paragon PRM Common 3.0, you get an error. 

Try to do the following to uninstall Paragon PRM Common 3.0: 

- Select Start > Run, then type in <services.msc>. Click Enter; 

- Find “Paragon Remote Manager” services and make sure they are stopped (if not, please use the 

corresponding  option to stop); 
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- Go to a folder where Paragon PAT Enterprise was installed (by default it’s %ProgramFiles%\Paragon 

Software\Remote Management), then delete the “Remote Management ” folder: 

For the XP family 

o Go to “C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Paragon Software”; 

o Delete the “Remote Management” folder. 

For the Vista+ family 

o Go to “C:\ProgramData\Paragon Software”; 

o Delete the “Remote Management” folder. 

- Go to “C:\Windows\Installer\”; 

- Find the {50801C6E-0CD7-11E0-B826-0016E65C0571} folder and delete it; 

- Select Start > Run, then type in <regedit.exe>. Click Enter; 

- Select “HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall”, then find the {50801C6E-

0CD7-11E0-B826-0016E65C0571} key; 

- Right click it on it, then select Delete. Confirm the operation; 

- Go to “HKCR\Installer\Products\” then find the “E6C108057DC00E118B6200616EC55017” key; 

- Right click it on it, then select Delete. Confirm the operation; 

- Go to “HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services”; 

- Find the “PRM” key; 

- Right click it on it, then select Delete. Confirm the operation; 

- Close Registry Editor and restart the machine. 

Now you can install PAT Enterprise components to this machine through PAT Console or the local installer. 

38. I’ve added a machine with the ESX Bridge role to the infrastructure and found out in the Machines > Machines 

section that this computer is also having the ESX Backup Agent role. What does it mean? 

It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. A machine with ESX Bridge should have the “Agent”, 

“ESX Agent”, and “ESX Bridge” roles. Just ignore it. 

39. I try to add machines to the infrastructure using the AD services (active search for machines that do not join the 

infrastructure yet and adding of them if found), but I can’t proceed to the “Computers Discovery” page of the 

Add Machines wizard without selecting at least one machine on the previous page of the wizard. 

It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. At the present moment you need to select at least one 

machine to proceed to the page where you can select Organizational Units of AD to automatically add new 

machines to the infrastructure. 

40. In the Add Machines wizard on the “Network Discovery” page I find some Organizational Units, I can hardly 

imagine how to use to automatically add new machines to the infrastructure. 

It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. Please ignore the following Organizational Units: 

“ForeingSecurityPrincipals”, “Program Data”, “System” and “Users”, while focusing on “Computers”, “Domain 

Controllers” and manually created units for sorting computers. 

41. I tried to use the “Network Discovery” option of the Add Machines wizard to automatically add new machines 

to the infrastructure. Some machines were added, but no PAT Enterprise components were installed on them. 
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The current time gap between adding new machines to the infrastructure and installation of components on 

them is about an hour, so you should wait till components of PAT Enterprise are installed and ready to use on 

remote machines. In future releases we’re planning to reduce this time gap to several minutes. 

42. I performed the “Require Alignment” operation for virtual machines/checked the ”Require Alignment” view for 

physical machines. Then I selected those I would like to align and clicked Create policy. After that I was 

forwarded to the policy creation window, but the hierarchy tree was collapsed. How can I understand, which 

machines were selected? 

It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. The only way out at the moment is to browse the 

hierarchy tree for the required object(s). You can use this to select additional objects. 

43. I’ve installed a second ESX Bridge through the local installer, but it’s not displayed in PAT Condole in the 

Infrastructure > ESX Bridge and Machines > Machines sections. How can I use it? 

It’s a known issue, which will be fixed in future releases. You’re not allowed to have more than one ESX Bridge in 

the infrastructure and it’s possible through PAT Console. To use the second ESX Bridge, you should first delete 

the first one: 

Select Infrastructure > ESX Bridge, then click on Remove ESX Bridge. All components of ESX Bridge will be 

removed from the machine, but the machine will remain in the infrastructure with the Agent role. If you need to 

remove this machine from the infrastructure, please do the following: 

- Select this machine, then use the Delete Machine option to initiate the operation; 

- Confirm the operation in the opened dialog to completely remove all components of PAT Enterprise. If 

the delete operation fails for the selected target machine, please reopen the dialog and additionally 

mark the “Force Remove” option to delete all information on this computer from the infrastructure. 

Then uninstall all components of PAT Enterprise on site by using the local installer and its corresponding 

section. 

Appendix 

What is Partition Alignment? 

To understand what partition alignment is we should first see how data is stored on a drive. 

A standard hard disk drive is divided into physical sectors, where each sector is 512 bytes in size.  On the Diagram 1 you 

can see a simplified partitioning scheme, where one partition consumes all drive space and sectors.  In this case it is 

shown properly aligned with the first physical sector; that is, the partition start position corresponds with the first sector 

start position: 

Diagram 1 
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The partition consists of logical units, called clusters.  In this simplified partitioning example (Diagram 2), one logical 

cluster corresponds to two physical sectors: 

Diagram 2 

 

 

So in this example, when data is read from one logical cluster, for example a small text file, the storage device is actually 

reading data from two physical sectors.  Here again the partition is shown properly aligned; that is, the partition start 

position and the first sector start position correspond to each other – so all clusters are aligned with all sectors, and thus 

drive operations are as fast as possible. 

Why are Misaligned Partitions a Problem for Hard Disk Drives? 

The next generation of hard disk drives, known as Advanced Format Drives (AF Drives) or “4K”, will have physical sectors 

that are 4,096 bytes in size (instead of 512 bytes) –because a larger sector size reduces the amount of Error Correction 

Code (ECC) and head positioning (servo code) data on the drive, resulting in superior read/write performance and 

increased hard drive capacity. 

But for drives including IDE and SATA, the sector size must be “emulated” at 512 bytes because OSs are designed to 

work only with sectors of 512 bytes, even though the physical sectors of internal AF Drives are actually 4K (4,096 bytes) 

in size: 

Diagram 3 

 

On the Diagram 3 you can see the three layers of an AF Drive: the bottom physical layer is divided into physical sectors 

that are 4K in size.  The second emulation layer is divided into 512 byte sectors.  And the top layer is the actual file 

system partition; here it is divided into 4K clusters, so 1 cluster = 8 emulated sectors = 1 actual physical sector. 
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Also notice that in this case all three layers are aligned in relation to each other and disk start position.  So when you 

read or write data from one cluster, it will be actualized in eight 512 byte emulated sectors and one 4K physical sector.  

The amount of required read/write operations is minimized; all disk operations are at maximum performance. 

But look on the Diagram #4 what happens when logical clusters are shifted (misaligned) relative to all underlying layers: 

Diagram 4 

 

On the Diagram 4 you can see that the partition is shifted from the disk start position by 1 512 byte sector.  As a result, 

all logical clusters are now linked (overlapping) with two actual physical 4K sectors, and all read/write operations will be 

doubled.  In this case the performance of the entire system will decrease, because for each cluster of data, the drive has 

to perform two operations with two sectors –instead of just one if the partition was properly aligned. 

What causes this shift?  All Windows versions before Vista™ use a factor of 512 bytes to create volume clusters, 

meaning that the partition start position is aligned to 512 byte sectors and not to 4K sectors, where the partition start 

position is indented by one 512 byte sector as shown.  It is also possible under certain circumstances for any version of 

Windows to create secondary partitions that are misaligned, and any third-party software which is not “4K-ready” can 

also misalign partitions. 

The partition start position is usually indented by 63 sectors because it’s an old measure of disk “cylinder”, and older 

versions of Windows (and DOS) require that the partition has to be aligned to the “cylinder” for correct sector 

addressing and access.  This Cylinder/Head/Sector (CHS) addressing scheme is an old compatibility issue which modern 

operating systems do not use.  Instead, they use a Logical Block Addressing (LBA) scheme where there are no “cylinders” 

or “heads”; sectors are addressed continuously over a whole disk drive.  But for legacy reasons all Windows versions 

before Vista create partitions accordingly to the “cylinder alignment” rule. 

There was no problem with this rule and partition alignment until “4K” (4,096 byte) AF Drives became mainstream.  

Partitions aligned to 63 sectors start position are not aligned with 4K sectors by default.  This is a matter of simple math 

Formula 1: 

 Formula 1 

As you can see, 63 sectors multiplied by 512 bytes does not equal a whole number of 4K sectors, thus this partition and 

as well as all other subsequent partitions on the disk are misaligned (Diagram 5):   

Diagram 5 
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How Can the Paragon Alignment Tool Help? 

PAT realigns all partitions that are misaligned by moving them the required number of 512 byte sectors so that all 

volumes become aligned.  In this example (Formula 2), PAT will move the misaligned partition forward by one 512 byte 

sector to properly align it: 

 Formula 2 

Now the partition start position corresponds to the 4K sector start position, so this partition as well as all other 

subsequent partitions on the hard drive are properly aligned (Diagram 6): 

Diagram 6 

 

There is also one other important issue: Some AF Drives have a trigger to address partition alignment issues.  Their 

internal controllers can be adjusted to shift the emulation layer addressing to an offset of one 512 byte sector.  Thus 

sector #63 becomes sector #64 so that all partitions will be aligned (Diagram 7): 

Diagram 7 
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Most software will not detect a shifted volume such as this because all logical partitions are aligned, so applications 

which are not “4K offset-aware” will actually create misaligned partitions in this case.  However, PAT is “4K offset-

aware”, and is able to recognize a shifted volume such as in this example and will skip alignment of partitions on this 

type of AF Drive. 


